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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On April 30, 2009, the above-captioned claim was heard in Mountain Home,

Arkansas.  A prehearing conference took place on August 18, 2008.  A prehearing order

entered that same day pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as
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Commission Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues,

and respective contentions, as amended, were properly set forth in the order.

Stipulations

At the hearing, the parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit

1.  They are as follows:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The July 22, 2004 decision by Administrative Law Judge Mark Churchwell

is the law of the case and res judicata.  The findings of fact and conclusions

of law set forth in that opinion are as follows:

a. The Employer-Employee-Carrier relationship existing [sic] on June 1,

2001, and at all pertinent times hereto.

b. The claimant was earning an average weekly wage of $295.00 which

entitled her to a TTD rate of $197.00.

c. The respondents have paid $7,250.29 in indemnity benefits from

January 2, 2002 - May 20, 2003.

d. The respondents paid TTD benefits from December 29, 2001 until

September 6, 2002.

e. The claimant was assigned an impairment rating on October 21,

2002.

f. The respondents paid a 1% impairment rating worth $693.00 in lump

sum on May 20, 2003.
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g. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence she is

entitled to additional temporary total disability benefits for the period

between September 7, 2002 until October 21, 2002.

h. The preponderance of the evidence fails to establishes [sic] that the

respondents are not entitled to a credit against liability for temporary

total disability benefits paid for the period between August 14, 2002

and September 6, 2002.

i. The respondents have controverted the claimant’s entitlement to

temporary total disability benefits for the period between August 14,

2002 and October 21, 2002.

j. The respondents have controverted the claimant’s entitlement to a

1% impairment rating prior to the respondents paying benefits for that

rating in May of 2002.

k. The claimant’s attorney is entitled to an attorney’s fee on both the 1%

impairment rating paid in May of 2002 and on benefits for total

disability during the period from August 14, 2002 until October 21,

2002.

3. Claimant sustained a compensable injury to her low back on June 1, 2001.

4. Claimant reached maximum medical improvement on her shoulder on

October 21, 2002.

5. Claimant has been assigned a four percent (4%) permanent anatomical

impairment rating to the body as a whole for the neck injury.
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6. Respondents No. 1 have controverted Claimant’s alleged neck injury and her

entitlement to additional benefits.
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Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

The first issue was amended, and four were added, resulting in the following being

litigated:

1. Whether the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

2. Whether Claimant sustained a compensable injury to her neck.

3. Whether Claimant is entitled to reasonable and necessary medical treatment

for her low back, to include surgery that was performed in 2007.

4. Whether Claimant is entitled to the four percent (4%) impairment rating to

the body as a whole she was assigned for her alleged neck injury.

5. Whether and to what extent is Claimant entitled to permanent partial

disability benefits in connection with the alleged low back injury?

6. Whether Claimant is permanently and totally disabled.

7. When did Claimant reach the end of her healing period for her alleged neck

injury?

8. Whether Second Injury Fund liability exists under this claim.

9. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

Contentions

At the hearing, Respondents No. 1 added an additional contention, and the Death

& Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund added two.  The contentions now read:

Claimant:
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1. Claimant contends that she is permanently and totally disabled as a result

of the injuries she sustained on June 1, 2001 to her right shoulder, back,

neck, and right thumb during the course and scope of her employment with

Respondent.

Respondents No. 1:

1. Respondents No. 1 contend that Claimant received a 1% rating to the body

as a whole for her shoulder injury, pursuant to Dr. McBride.  Claimant’s

present disability, if any, is not due to a work-related injury, but due to other

health problems, in particular, Claimant has long-standing cardiac problems.

Dr. Vann Smith testified in his deposition that because of those issues alone,

Claimant would have been totally disabled regardless of the June 1, 2001

shoulder injury.  Moreover, Dr. Smith’s report states that she is disabled

because of her cardiac problems, not due to her minor shoulder injury.

2. If Claimant is found to be permanently and totally disabled, then that would

be a result of the combination of Claimant’s long-standing cardiac problems

and her shoulder injury, which would be the liability of the Second Injury

Fund.

3. Claimant was previously evaluated and treated by Dr. McBride for not only

her shoulder but her back.  The MRI he ordered was normal in the lumbar

area.  Dr. McBride then sent Claimant to Dr. Saer, an orthopedic surgeon,

in 2002.  Dr. Saer examined the MRI, found it to be normal, and opined that

further surgery was not needed.  Dr. Jim J. Moore, a neurosurgeon, also saw
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Claimant and examined the MRI and felt that surgery was not needed.  Dr.

Safman gave a similar opinion.  Dr. Ron Williams, who saw Claimant in

2004, testified in his deposition that he did not see any problem warranting

surgery.  Three years later, Dr. Green treated Claimant for what he

determined to be spondylolisthesis, and said that it was due to a

developmental problem.  He was not treating her in connection with a

workers’ compensation claim.  Hence, the low back surgery was not causally

related to her original incident and was not reasonable and necessary.  Any

impairment she suffered to her low back is not causally related to her

compensable injury that she incurred in June 2001.

Respondent No. 2:

1. The Second Injury Fund contends that Claimant suffered from no ratable

previous injury or condition on June 1, 2001, and there is no combination of

disabilities to invoke Second Injury Fund liability.

Respondent No. 3:

1. Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-525(b)(1), Second Injury Fund liability

must be determined prior to consideration of the Death & Permanent Total

Disability Trust Fund liability.  If the Second Injury Fund is found to not have

liability and Claimant is found to be permanently and totally disabled, the

Trust Fund stands ready to commence weekly benefits in compliance with

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-502.  Therefore, the Trust Fund has not controverted

Claimant’s entitlement to benefits.
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2. While the Trust Fund is deferring to the Commission regarding the dates

Claimant reached her healing period with respect to her various alleged

injuries, the Trust Fund is contending that she reached maximum medical

improvement with respect to her neck on May 3, 2004, and October 23, 2008

on her low back.

3. Claimant cannot be permanently and totally disabled until after the last day

she worked.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, deposition

testimony, documents, and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had

an opportunity to hear the testimony of the hearing witnesses and to observe their

demeanor, I hereby make the following findings of fact and conclusions of law in

accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704 (Repl. 2002):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over

these claims.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

4. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she

sustained a compensable injury to her neck.

5. Because of the above finding, Claimant has not proven by a preponderance

of the evidence that she is entitled to permanent partial disability benefits

with respect to the neck.
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6. Because Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that

she sustained a compensable injury to her neck, the issue of when she

reached the end of her healing period with respect to her neck is moot and

will not be addressed.

7. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the back

surgery Dr. Terry Green performed was reasonable and necessary.

However, she has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that all of the

rest of the treatment of the back, reflected in Joint Exhibit 5, was reasonable

and necessary.

8. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she is

entitled to permanent partial disability benefits in connection with her back.

9. Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she is

permanently and totally disabled.

10. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she is entitled

to wage-loss disability of ten percent (10%).

11. Claimant’s compensable June 1, 2001 shoulder and low back injuries are the

major cause of her wage-loss disability.

12. Respondents No. 1 have failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that Claimant had prior impairments that combined with her 2001

compensable injury to produce her current disability.

13. Respondent No. 2, the Second Injury Fund, has no liability under this claim.
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14. Respondent No. 3, the Death & Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund, has

no liability under this claim.

CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

The witnesses at the hearing were Claimant, her husband Jerry Fitts, Billie Welch,

Carol Brewer, Connie Goodwin and Heather Taylor.

In addition to the prehearing order discussed above, the exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case consist of the following:  Claimant’s Exhibit 1, letters pertaining to

Claimant’s constitutional issue, consisting of one index page and 10 numbered pages

thereafter; Claimant’s Exhibit 2, two vocational assessments and one vocational evaluation

of Claimant, consisting of one index page and 19 numbered pages thereafter;

Respondents No. 1 Exhibit 1, documents pertaining to the vocational evaluation of

Claimant, consisting of two index pages and 28 numbered pages thereafter; Respondents

No. 1 Exhibit 2, a DVD containing surveillance footage of Claimant; Respondents No. 1

Exhibit 3, the transcript of the deposition of Claimant taken November 10, 2003, consisting

of 66 numbered pages; Respondents No. 1 Exhibit 4, the transcript of the deposition of

Claimant taken March 13, 2006, consisting of 46 numbered pages; Respondent No. 3

Exhibit 1, letters from counsel for Respondent No. 3 to the undersigned dated January 21,

2009, plus an attachment, consisting of five numbered pages; Joint Exhibit 1, the transcript

of the deposition of Dr. Terry Green taken January 14, 2009, consisting of 38 numbered

pages; Joint Exhibit 2, the transcript of the deposition of Dr. Vann Smith taken July 31,

2007, plus exhibits thereto, consisting of 145 numbered pages; Joint Exhibit 3, the
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transcript of the deposition of Bob White taken July 10, 2007, plus exhibits thereto,

consisting of 122 numbered pages; Joint Exhibit 4, the transcript of the deposition of Dr.

Ron Williams taken May 2, 2006, consisting of 22 numbered pages; and Joint Exhibit 5,

a compilation of Claimant’s medical records, consisting of nine abstract/index pages and

146 numbered pages thereafter.

In addition, and without objection from the parties, I have blue-backed to the record

the following:  Claimant’s January 14, 2009 motion to recuse, brief in support thereof, and

attached documentation, consisting of 394 pages; Claimant’s post-hearing brief plus

attachments, consisting of 15 pages; and the post hearing brief of Respondents No. 1,

consisting of nine pages.

Testimony-Hearing

Billie Welch.  Welch testified that she had been friends with Claimant for many

years and knew her before the June 1, 2001 fall.  Claimant, according to her, had no

health problems before that date of which she was aware.  The two worked together in the

kitchen at Respondent Fulton, a senior citizens center, where they prepared lunches for

clients.  Claimant in her job often lifted pans weighing in excess of 25 pounds.  She was

constantly on her feet.  Welch did not see her fall.  Thereafter, Claimant complained of

having a lot of pain.  Claimant took off work to have surgery on her shoulder, but was

unable to return.  After the surgery, she had trouble with pain, and with walking.  However,

she never told Welch of neck pain.  She had problems with her back prior to her surgery

on it, but it worsened thereafter.  They no longer see each other much, so she is unaware

of her current shoulder problems.  Welch is not aware of Claimant ever being involved in
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the babysitting business.  She did not believe that Claimant could hold down a job for eight

hours a day, five days a week.

Welch stated that Claimant’s job at Fulton was to supervise the other kitchen

workers, and that she continued to do this after the fall.  In fact, Welch “wasn’t aware her

shoulder had been hurt for a while.”  For six months after the fall, Claimant did not

complain to her much about her condition.

In her testimony, Welch stated that she was not aware of the extent of Claimant’s

heart problems.  She also did not know that after Claimant left Respondent Fulton that she

took care of a woman and cooked for her; Welch stated that it surprised her to learn that.

She also did not know that she had babysat a two-year-old two days a week.  She stated

that if Claimant is pushing a baby in a stroller, she is doing better than Welch knew.  She

has noticed Claimant having problems with concentration and memory.  The two used to

walk together, but quit prior to the fall due to Claimant having mild breathing problems.

However, the breathing difficulties caused her no problems at work.

Carol Brewer.  Brewer, the daughter of Claimant, testified that Claimant retired from

the Viola School District after working 27 years in the kitchen there.  She had no health

problems at that time or any time before the June 1, 2001 fall.  Brewer was unaware of her

having any mental, breathing or heart problems before the fall.  The date she fell, Brewer

found that she “was not herself . . . from that point on.”  She acted disoriented.  Claimant

at that time complained of head, back and neck pain and tingling, but remembered nothing

after falling.  However, she did not know if Claimant told Dr. Bruton about these symptoms,

and Claimant did not tell her that she lost consciousness.  These physical problems did
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not improve prior to the shoulder surgery on December 28, 2001, and have gotten worse

since.  In contrast to Welch’s testimony, Brewer stated that Claimant only worked two to

three weeks after the fall.  She went camping during this period.

Claimant no longer takes shopping trips or swims, and has not ridden a four-

wheeler since her shoulder surgery.  However, she has gone to Alaska and Cancun and

has also traveled to Kansas City on multiple occasions.  She has gained 50 to 60 pounds

due to inactivity, and has trouble walking and sitting.  However, 20 of those pounds were

before the fall, and the other 20 occurred over a six-year period.  Since the back surgery,

she hardly leaves her house at all.  Brewer was not aware that Claimant had been having

heart problems and shortness of breath. Claimant acts depressed and cries a lot, and has

difficulty remembering things.  However, Brewer was not surprised to learn that Claimant

had been observed pushing a stroller.  She had done this occasionally for Brewer after the

injury as part of Brewer’s babysitting business.  However, Brewer did not know that

Claimant had babysat a girl from September 2002 to May 2003 from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

two days per week, and she was surprised to learn that her mother had been working

taking care of a lady.

Carrie Fitts.  Claimant testified that she is 66 years old, four feet eleven inches tall,

and weighs 168 pounds.  She completed the tenth grade, but never obtained a GED.  In

addition she attended food service school.  Claimant worked 27 years, 25 of which as the

supervisor, at the cafeteria for the school in Viola.  As part of this job, she helped cook and

bake and lifted large pans and other containers of food weighing up to 50 pounds.  For

about a year prior to her June 2001 fall, she worked as a supervisor/cook for Respondent
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Fulton.  Two people worked under her.  Because only 80 or so meals per day were

prepared there, the lifting requirements were smaller than they were at the school.  But the

pans were still heavy.  Her job requirements did not change after the fall.

She testified that she had no pre-existing problems on June 1, 2001, when she

slipped in grease and fell to the concrete floor onto her back.  She had a cut and a “goose

knot” on her head, and a headache.  Her neck, back, leg and thumb hurt as well, but the

worst pain was in her right shoulder.  She continued working that day and saw Dr. Griffin

Arnold thereafter, and Dr. Bruton the following Monday.  Her pain was 8/10 the day of the

fall.  Claimant stated that she has not been pain-free since the fall.  She continued to work

until Dr. McBride operated on her shoulder in December 2001.  While she was continuing

to have back, neck and shoulder pain during this period, she did not recall if she told her

supervisor, Connie Goodwin, because Goodwin was not around her much of the time.

Later, her testimony was that she told Griffin she was having trouble.  She did not recall

if she told McBride about shoulder pain, although she remembered telling the physical

therapist.  After the shoulder surgery, her condition improved.  She stated that her neck

and back were still bothering her.  Later in 2002, she was absent for therapy for two weeks

while on vacation in Kansas City.  When she returned, she discharged herself from

therapy because going hurt and “I know my body.”

Claimant stated that she resigned because she could no longer do the job and

Goodwin would not give her any help with cooking.  The shoulder surgery occurred about

a week later.  Later, she stated that worked for about a week after the surgery prior to

quitting.  While she stated that her only job since has been a one-month stint providing
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personal care for an elderly lady in her home one day per week, and she later testified that

she has not worked anywhere since leaving Respondent Fulton, even later she recalled

working for two months cleaning houses in 2002.  She at first denied having any breathing

or heart problems prior to the fall, but then admitted that she was experiencing some

breathing difficulty.  Since the fall, she gained around 40 pounds.  Her only exercise is to

push a child in a stroller for one block near her house.  However, it gives her difficulty, as

does carrying a child.  In addition, with her husband’s help, she babysat the child of a

friend in her home two days a week.  She does not travel as often as she used to.

Since the fall, her neck and low back continue to hurt.  Curiously, she testified that

“that’s what I call my neck, is the, I always say this lower back, spine is what it is.”  She

periodically experiences severe headaches–something that did not happen before June

1, 2001.  Her pain ranges from 7/10 to 10/10, depending on activity.  She takes Oxycodone

and Tylenol for pain; previously, she took a pain patch.  Claimant is only able to sit for 30

minutes and stand for 45 minutes at a time.  Her days are now spent predominantly in her

recliner.  She lifts nothing heavier than a gallon of milk, and then only with her left hand.

Although she is right-handed, she now performs a number of tasks with her left hand.

Claimant does her own laundry, but her daughter does her housework for her.  She did not

feel that she could work longer than three hours at a job that permitted alternate sitting and

standing.  Claimant’s opinion was that all of her conditions–including her heart and fatigue,

are keeping her from working.
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In addition to pain medication, Claimant takes medication for her cholesterol, to thin

her blood, and to slow down her heartbeat.  She experiences memory problems.  Recently,

she cooked a nine-course breakfast for no reason, and later did not recall doing it.

Claimant was on Social Security disability until last October, when she qualified to

retire.  She also collects retirement benefits from her job in Viola.  The two payments

together are approximately $1,100.00 to $1,200.00 per month.  Her husband is disabled.

Her Social Security disability is in part due to her heart and breathing problems, but she

denied having heart trouble.  Later, she testified that her heart problems began in 2002.

She stated that she quit exercising because she was short of breath due to being fat.

Claimant has gone on cruises, traveling to Nova Scotia, Cancun and Alaska since the fall.

She has gone to Kansas City multiple times as well.

Dr. Green operated on her back, while she told him of her previous treatment, she

did not provide any of her records to him.  She did not tell him about the workers’

compensation claim because Respondents No. 1 were not going to pay for her treatment.

The surgery has helped because she is no longer “dragging” her leg.  This condition did

not arise until three or four years after the fall.

Jerry Fitts.  Fitts, the husband of Claimant, testified that they have been married ten

years.  She had no physical problems prior to the June 2001 fall.  Since that time, they no

longer go dancing, four-wheeling or walking.  Fitts stated that Claimant does not have any

difficulties with her memory, or with concentrating or being disoriented since the fall.  Her

use of Oxycodone causes her to have sleeping problems.  She does not do housework any
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longer.  They went on a 14-cruise to Alaska five years ago, on a seven-day cruise to Nova

Scotia four years ago, and on a trip to Cancun last year.

Connie Goodwin.  Goodwin testified that she worked for Respondent Fulton County

for 26 years.  She is the county coordinator for three senior citizen centers.  Claimant did

not have a pre-existing condition that caused her to lose time from work.  She was the

kitchen supervisor at the Salem center, where Goodwin worked.  In addition to helping with

the cooking, she supervised the three to four others in the kitchen, scheduled their hours,

ordered food, and checked its quality and temperature.  Her duties, which did not require

any bending, stooping or lifting, did not change after the fall.  Claimant did not have

complaints after the fall.  Goodwin stated that if Claimant asked for help, she was given

it.  Welch was hired at her request.  She denied that Welch was assigned only to wash

dishes and not help Claimant cook.  Goodwin also denied that Claimant asked for help

because she was having pain.  On December 11, 2001, Claimant in Goodwin’s presence

stated that from then on, the employees under her were going to do the cooking and other

tasks.  Goodwin testified that even with a 20-pound lifting restriction, Claimant could have

performed her job; regardless, help was available if she could not lift more than that

amount.  After Claimant’s shoulder surgery, she returned to work in April 2002.  But she

resigned after working for about a week.  She was not terminated.  Provided that funds and

a position were available, Goodwin would rehire her now.  However, Goodwin has not

contacted her to offer a job.   With respect to her knowledge of Claimant’s activities at

work, Goodwin admitted that Claimant came to work two and one-half hours before her.
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Heather Taylor.  Taylor testified that she works for Systemedic Corporation in the

field of vocational rehabilitation.  She has previously been qualified as an expert witness

in this area in hearings before the Commission.  Taylor was so qualified in this hearing.

She stated that she attempted on three occasions in 2005 to contact Claimant

through her counsel, without success.  The file was closed.  As the request of

Respondents No. 1, Taylor attempted again to contact Claimant in June 2008 and was

successful.  When she interviewed Claimant on August 6, 2008, Claimant told her that she

could not hold down a job and was pretty much retired.  Taylor found Claimant to be

pleasant, cooperative, and forthright.  She reviewed her medical records and found no

lifting restrictions.  Taylor stated that Claimant’s supervisory job at Respondent Fulton

would be Sedentary to Light in range.  If lifting over 20 pounds were required, the

classification would be Medium.  The caring for of children, which Claimant had done

before, would be classified based upon the weight of the children.  Similarly, the

housecleaning classification would vary from Light to Heavy.

Taylor met with Claimant again the week before the hearing.  She was still

essentially retired and not looking for work.  According to Taylor, Claimant’s cognitive

problems, which Dr. Smith attributed to hypertension, hypercholesterol and cardiac

problems, would inhibit her from working as a supervisor again.  Dr. Green, following

surgery, gave her a 20-pound lifting restriction–which would place her in the Light category

of work.  Based upon Goodwin’s testimony that such a restriction could be accommodated

at Fulton, Taylor testified that she would first suggest that Claimant return to work there.

If that did not work out, a job search would be conducted.  However, Claimant was not
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interested in vocational help.  In Taylor’s opinion, Claimant’s mental problems would equal

her physical ones in being a barrier to employment.

With respect to her long tenure at Viola, Taylor testified that such a period of

employment is unusual and commendable.  She found Claimant to be credible.  Claimant

described to her that her limitations included inability to raise her right arm over her

shoulder or climb stairs without pain, inability to vacuum, lift heavy objects or walk any

significant distance.  Taylor agreed that someone with an unoperated herniated cervical

disc presents with pain.  A person who has moderate to severe pain often are often unable

to return to work.  Claimant lacks transferable skills because she has essentially worked

as a cook for 28 years.  Moreover, her impaired memory as diagnosed by Dr. Smith would

make it very difficult for her to do any work occurring in substantial numbers in the

economy.

Testimony-Deposition

Carrie Fitts.  Claimant was first deposed on November 10, 2003.  She testified that

when she applied for Social Security disability, she listed her heart and dizziness, along

with her head, shoulder and leg, as disabling conditions.  Her heart beats very hard and

fast.  She takes a blood thinner, along with medication to control her heartbeat.  The heart

condition prevents her from walking up an incline, and the fatigue from the condition would

keep her from working.  She has taken hypertension medication for several years.

Claimant also takes medication for the depression that is caused by her pain.  She has

seen Dr. Smith for this.  She experiences pain in her legs.  Her thumb becomes stiff now

and then.  Claimant was unsure if her fall caused loss of consciousness, but she was
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addled for awhile thereafter.  When she fell, she also struck the lower part of her back.

From then on, she had constant back pain.  By December 2001, both her back and

shoulder were hurting.  McBride operated, and her shoulder, while improved, still hurt.

She cannot place her right arm over her head because it causes her arm to shake.  Any

such movements have to be done with her left arm.

She stated that, in addition to cooking for seniors at Fulton, she helped prepare

food for fundraisers and other events.  Her job was heavier there than at Viola.  At one

point after her injury, she sought to change jobs and simply answer the phone.  But the

position only paid minimum wage.

When Claimant later treated with Dr. McBride, she could not recall if she told him

about her neck.

Carrie Fitts.  Claimant was deposed again on March 13, 2006.  She testified that

she also based her Social Security disability application on her “nerves.”  She never saw

a psychologist or psychiatrist before her injury.  Her condition before that time was fine.

She stated that her heart condition was still such that she cannot walk up an incline or hold

a job due to her rapid heartbeat.  Her insomnia problems pre-date her June 2001 accident.

Claimant stated that she has had neck problems since the accident, but originally thought

it was simply shoulder pain.  Her pain starts at the base of the skull and radiates into the

back of the shoulder.  Her back pain has been in the same location since the accident, but

has become more severe.  It is located just below the belt line.

Dr. Terry Green.  Dr. Green was deposed on January 14, 2009.  He testified that

he first saw Claimant on June 27, 2007, and last treated her in August 2008.  When she
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first started treating with him, he took x-rays that showed Grade 1 spondylolisthesis at L5-

S1, with 25 percent slippage.  Green was not aware at the time that she had a work-related

injury.  His opinion was that her spondylolisthesis was not degenerative but

developmental–that it developed as she grew up.  He had know way of knowing when it

developed, however.  Green recommended decompression and arthrodesis, which

occurred.  He stated that he was not aware of her previous treatment other than she had

injured her shoulder and undergone surgery on it.  Dr. McBride’s March 2002 MRI of her

showed mild degenerative changes, which would not be unusual in someone of Claimant’s

age.  Dr. Green saw nothing in the records of Dr. Saer’s visit with Claimant in May 2002

that warranted surgery.  This was the same for Drs. Moore and McBride in 2002.  When

Dr. Ron Williams saw her in 2004, the MRI showed only degenerative disk disease with

no nerve root compromise.  Claimant complained of knee pain, but gave no history as to

what was causing it.

Based upon Claimant’s history of being pain free prior to the June 1, 2001 fall,

Green stated within a reasonable degree of medical certainty that the fall caused the need

for his services.  He opined that it is possible that Claimant had spondylolisthesis for some

time without knowing it; but he was surprised that other doctors saw her from 2001 to 2005

without making similar findings.  Further, he admitted that he did not see her until several

years after the fall and after she was seen by other physicians.

Dr. Green operated on Claimant on October 23, 2007.  Her pain was 8/10 when she

first saw him and 6/10 after the surgery–she felt her condition improved.  Maximum medical

improvement from a fusion surgery such as what Claimant underwent would come one to
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two years after the procedure.  In Claimant’s case, that occurred on March 26, 2008, when

it appeared that the fusion was solid.  Green opined that Claimant should be able to lift 20

pounds.  While she should be able to walk, there will be some impairment with sitting or

standing over prolonged periods.  Green did state that “[s]he probably is not fit for return

to any type of employment.”  However, he stated that if she were working as a kitchen

supervisor checking the quality and temperature of the food and where others could

handle the lifting, she might be able to perform such a job.  He was of the opinion that

Claimant could not run a daycare unless she was merely supervising others; he advised

against her picking up overweight children.

While Dr. Green testified that he could not assign an impairment rating with any

specificity without taking measurements, he stated that in his experience she would have

a 25 to 30 percent impairment rating to the whole body.  However, when it was pointed out

that a one-level fusion merits a 12 percent rating, he admitted that his rating opinion was

merely a “gut feeling.”

Dr. Vann Arthur Smith.  Dr. Smith was deposed on July 31, 2007.  He testified that

he is a neuropsychologist who was initially retained to evaluate Claimant in connection

with her application for Social Security disability benefits.  The evaluation was conducted

on May 12, 2003.  He saw her for two and one-half hours.  Claimant presented with

impaired recall memory, impaired attention/concentration, decrease in motivation,

bradykinesia, fatigue, abulia, sleep pattern disturbance, irritability, and dysexecutivism.

She had a Grade II concussion as a result of the fall, based upon her history of the event.

He diagnosed her as having organic brain syndrome, and found her memory recall to be
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abnormal–which is seen in people with acquired or traumatic brain injury.  However, scans

did not show any brain damage.  Dr. Smith stated that CAT scans and MRIs would not

necessarily locate damage of a minute nature that could nonetheless cause impairment.

He did not find Claimant to  have compelling evidence of a disorder such as depression.

Tests showed she exhibited constructional dyspraxia, spelling, dyspraxia, right-left

disorientation, and body dysgnosia.  These should not be present in a normal individual.

However, he admitted that these are occasionally seen in someone with cardiovascular

problems.  Someone with a lack of oxygen can present with loss of memory, concentration

and cognitive ability, along with lethargy.  Her diagnoses of hypertension, hypercholesterol

and chronic cardiac problems were consistent with these problems.  Her Axis I diagnosis

from the DSM-IV would be 294.10 or 294.9 (although the report itself listed them as 294.10

and 310.8).  In her Axis III diagnoses, he listed these, along with chronic pain, as the

cause of her issues.  However, the first three are more consistent as causes of organic

brain syndrome.  She showed parietal lobe damage to the right side of the brain, which can

be seen with cardiac problems.  Chronic pain over a prolonged period, according to Smith,

can cause atrophy in the brain, if it lasts for more than six months at a level of 5/10 or

greater.

It was Smith’s opinion that an untreated heart problem can impair brain function. 

His report was that her mental conditions caused her to be disabled.  In his testimony, he

opined that this would be the case even if she did not have chronic pain.  But he stated

that it was his belief that more than 50 percent of the cause of Claimant’s disability is the

injury she sustained June 1, 2001.  In reviewing the AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,
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GUIDES TO THE EVALUATION OF PERMANENT IMPAIRMENT (4th ed. 1993)(hereinafter “AMA

Guides”), Dr. Smith  pointed to Table II, page 142, and stated that Claimant has 25 percent

impairment due to a neurological injury.  He added that the hypertension, hypercholesterol

and cardiac problems are part of this impairment.

Bob White.  Mr. White was deposed on July 10, 2007.  He testified that he did a

vocational assessment of Claimant, based upon medical records and other materials

supplied by Claimant’s counsel.  He did not review Dr. Smith’s assessment of her mental

condition.  He stated that if she had cognitive impairment or conditions such as

hypertension, hypercholesterol or cardiac issues, it would affect his assessment of her

ability to return to work.  White felt that Claimant’s failure to provide him with some

information was due to her lack of intelligence, and not an attempt to deceive him.  He was

aware she had a heart condition, but not the specific pounding for which she takes

medication; nor was he aware that it is as serious as it is.  Her inability due to her heart to

walk up an incline could affect his assessment, as would her statement that she could not

get up and go to work every day because of fatigue.  Based upon Smith’s report alone, he

would opine that she cannot go back to work.

He stated he was not aware that any of Claimant’s doctors have placed her under

any restrictions.  However, it was pointed out to him that Dr. Bruton gave her a five to ten-

pound lifting restriction, less than even Sedentary in classification, and limited her to

working less than eight hours per day.  However, those restrictions were place on a form

provided by Claimant’s counsel, and were based on chronic back pain, hypertension,

afibrillation and mild anxiety.  White stated that would severely limit her employment
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capabilities, as would Dr. Safman’s restrictions of no more than four pounds with the right

upper extremity, no repetitive forceful use of the right shoulder, and sitting or standing as

needed.  Dr. McBride’s statement that he did not think Claimant could return to work was

consistent with his own opinion.

He relied on Claimant’s subjective complaints, and did not request a functional

capacity evaluation in gauging her physical abilities.  Her complaints formed the basis of

his opinion that she could not go back to work.

White stated that the rotator cuff tear factored into his opinion, but agreed that she

was released with no restrictions following surgery.  Regarding her neck, he stated that

she had degenerative disk disease.

He was aware that she returned to work after the fall and worked for six months, and

considered that a positive sign.  As for her job at Viola, he did not know of any restrictions

that would prevent her from going back to that job.  Her previous cleaning job would be in

the Light to Medium category of work.  Her job at Respondent Fulton could be Light or

Medium.  While Claimant is in her 60s, White stated that older workers are becoming

viewed as more reliable than others.  If Claimant were to request help from White, he

would send her to employers such as Kroger, Lowe’s, Home Depot, Walgreens and Wal-

Mart, who actively recruit older workers.  He would recommend that she work in the Light

category.

White’s testimony was that he did not put together a rehabilitation plan for Claimant

because he did not believe she could return to the workforce.  He felt that obtaining a GED

was not a realistic goal for her, nor obtaining vocational rehabilitation.  It was also his
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belief that she would be harder to place because she had worked for one

employer–Viola–for so  long that she could have problems with “vocational adjustment.”

Dr. Ron Williams.  Dr. Williams was deposed on May 2, 2006.  He testified that he

first saw Claimant on January 15, 2004.  She related to him that after falling on June 1,

2001, she had non-radicular back pain and pain in the right shoulder and neck.  The neck

pain went as far as the elbow.  His exam revealed no objective neck findings.  A cervical

MRI showed foraminal narrowing at C5-6 and C6-7, which he stated would not be unusual

for a 61-year-old person.  A myelogram and a post-myelogram CT showed mild

degenerative disk disease, but no foraminal stenosis.  An EMG showed that the pain in her

right shoulder was not caused by her neck.  Williams reviewed the records of Drs.

McBride, Moore, Saer and Safman, but found no reference to any problems in her neck

area.  In assessing permanent disability, Dr. Williams gave her a four percent rating to the

body as a whole due to degenerative disk disease at the levels discussed above.  He said

that he did not know if the degenerative disk disease was due to trauma or the natural

aging process.  However, he stated that if she did not complain of neck problems prior to

June 1, 2001, he would conclude that the condition was trauma-caused.  He thus opined

within a reasonable degree of medical certainty that the rating arose from the falling

incident.  In doing so, he qualified that he was relying on Claimant’s representation

concerning when the neck pain began.  He stated that it would be unusual for someone

of Claimant’s age not to have degenerative changes in the cervical and lumbar spine.

Claimant later developed a herniated nucleus pulposus at C6-7.  Dr. Williams stated

that he did not make such a finding when he saw her.  In his opinion, degenerative disk
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disease would make a spinal level more susceptible to this.  However, he did not find

anything to justify the surgery that Dr. Travis Richardson was recommending.
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Medical Exhibits

The medical records of Claimant that were introduced at the hearing reflect the

following:

When she saw Dr. Griffin Arnold the date of the incident, Claimant complained of

pain in her left hand, right shoulder, the right side of her back and in her right hip.  X-rays

of her lumbar spine showed “no obvious acute process.”  When Claimant went to Dr.

Bruton four days after her fall, she complained of pain in her back, right shoulder and right

hip.  X-rays  by Dr. McBride on June 20, 2001 showed degenerative disk space narrowing

and osteophyte formation around L4-5 and L5-S1.  She was assessed as having right

shoulder strain and lumbar strain.  She was sent for physical therapy, but after some

improvement she began to experience pain again.  On August 1, 2001, Dr. McBride

suspected a labral or rotator cuff tear and ordered an MRI.  This showed a possible partial

tear of the rotator cuff.  Surgery was not recommended at that time, but the shoulder was

injected.  On September 4, 2001, Claimant reported that she was feeling well from the

injection but felt a popping sensation in the shoulder and severe pain when lifting a can

of soda.  A repeat MRI showed a biceps tendon rupture.  On October 17, 2001, Claimant

reported that she returned to work “out of necessity.”  Dr. McBride ordered another round

of physical therapy.  She improved, but then again started to have recurrent pain.  On

December 27, 2001, McBride performed an arthroscopy of the right shoulder, along with

an open acromioplasty and open rotator cuff repair.  On February 12, 2002, Claimant

reported still having some shoulder pain, but improvement.  She also reported low back

pain with radiation.
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Claimant returned to Dr. Bruton on March 15, 2002 and was assessed as having

depression.  He prescribed an anti-depressant.  She saw Bruton again on April 15, 2002

for depression and hypertension.  Her physical therapist reported tendonitis and an

increase in pain in the shoulder.  She told McBride of shoulder and back pain, and he

ordered MRIs of both areas.  The March 21, 2002 MRI of the low back showed only early

degenerative changes at L4-5 and L5-S1 with disk dessication, but no other abnormalities.

No recurrent tears in the rotator cuff were found by the shoulder MRI, but McBride injected

her shoulder.  When she returned on April 5, 2002, Claimant reported increased back pain

due to work along with shoulder pain with activity.  Dr. McBride wrote:  “It is obvious that

she is not going to do well with work and I suspect we are going to have to change her

employment or have her retire since she obviously cannot tolerate this duty.”  In May 2002

she reported that she could not tolerate her back pain.  McBride found no objective basis

for the pain, but referred her to the Arkansas Spine Center.  She was found to have a

nonoperative problem, and Dr. McBride ordered four to six weeks of additional therapy.

On August 14, 2002, she reported no improvement but instead increased pain with

therapy.  McBride wrote that he had nothing else to offer her, and that she would have to

learn to live with her symptoms.

Dr. Jim Moore performed an IME on Claimant on May 30, 2002 and stated his belief

that her back pain was due to a trigger in the left sacroiliac.  He recommended a TENS unit

and trigger injections.  Claimant was referred to Dr. Edward Saer.  No spasm in the back

was found, and based upon his examination and review of her records and tests

recommended an exercise program, with use of a nonoperative specialist if no
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improvement occurred.  He specifically stated that surgery was not necessary.  Dr. Bruton

saw her on July 3, 2002 and noted slight swelling over the sacroiliac joint on the left.  He

treated this with an injection.  Claimant returned to therapy in July after a two-week

absence and reported increased pain while riding in a car on vacation.  She elected to

self-discharge because she felt that she was not getting better.  Dr. Saer saw her again

on October 17, 2002 and still felt surgery was not required.  He recommended anti-

depressants and referred her to Dr. Bruce Safman.  On October 31, 2002, Dr. McBride

released her from treatment of her shoulder with a one percent (1%) impairment to the

whole body.

When Claimant saw Dr. Safman on October 31, 2002, she presented with, inter alia,

“right lateral cervical pain.”  He found no spasm, but assessed her as having lumbosacral

and sacroiliac pain, along with enthesopathy of the right hip and shoulder.  Safman placed

her on pain medication, and restricted her to four pounds lifting with the right upper

extremity, no repetitive forceful use of the right shoulder, and sit and stand as needed.  He

treated her with trigger point injections.  Claimant saw Dr. Bruton on December 17, 2002

for atrial fibrillation.  An exercise stress test was normal.

On May 12, 2003, Dr. Smith conducted a neuropsychological evaluation of

Claimant.  Her Axis I diagnoses were Organic Brain Syndrome Secondary to Axis III

Conditions (310.8), and Cognitive Dysfunction, Non-Psychotic, Secondary to Organic Brain

Syndrome (294.10).  Her Axis III diagnoses were cardiac disease by history, elevated

cholesterol, hypertension by history, and Chronic Pain Syndrome.
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Dr. Bruton saw Claimant on June 4, 2003 for her atrial fibrillation following a

particularly severe episode of shortness of breath.  She underwent heart catheterization

that was normal except for slight valvular heart disease.

On January 15, 2004, Bruton referred her to Dr. Ron Williams, whom Claimant told

she had no neck pain until her June 1, 2001 fall.  She stated that since the fall, she has

neck pain that goes as far as the elbow.  EMG and nerve conduction studies on January

20, 2004 were normal.  X-rays that day showed moderate foraminal narrowing bilaterally

at C5-6 and C6-7 and mild bulges from C3-4 through C6-7.  The myelogram and post-

myelogram CT showed only degenerative changes.  Williams arranged for an epidural

steroid injection.  Based on the degenerative changes, he assigned Claimant a four

percent (4%) whole-body impairment rating under the AMA Guides.  She underwent a

lumbar epidural steroid injection on May 11, 2004.  Dr. Bruton on January 19, 2005 wrote

that Claimant “is left with some permanent degree of injury, particularly in the right

shoulder . . . .”

Claimant on April 12, 2006 was seen by Dr. Travis Richardson.  She presented with

back, leg, neck and shoulder pain, which she rated as 8/10.  A cervical MRI showed some

stenosis at C6-7 and a likely herniated nucleus pulposus.  A lumbar MRI reflected L5-S1

degenerative joint disease, facet arthrosis and spondylolisthesis.  She also had foraminal

stenosis at L4-5 and L5-S1.  He injected the shoulder and suspected impingement.  As for

the neck and back, Richardson stated that if injections did not work she was a candidate

for fusion at those levels.  She returned on June 13, 2006 with no significant improvement.

He found her to have impingement and AC joint arthrosis.  Claimant also complained of
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knee pain.  On July 25 and August 2, 2006, Richardson saw her and stated that she had

a significant AC joint problem that would have to be addressed surgically.  An April 13,

2007 lumbar MRI showed only mild degenerative changes.  Dr. Terry Green saw her June

27, 2007 and stated that her x-rays showed spondylolisthesis at L5-S1.  She had a left

knee MRI that was unremarkable.

On October 23, 2007, Green operated on Claimant at L5-S1, performing a

decompression laminectomy and facetectomy, a posterior interbody arthrodesis, a

posterolateral intratransverse arthrodesis, a segmental bilateral pedicle fixation, placement

of allograft and autograft bone, and harvesting of bone graft at the right iliac crest.  In the

months following the surgery, Claimant continued to report pain ranging from 4/10 to 8/10.

Nonmedical Exhibits

The nonmedical records of Claimant that were introduced at the hearing include the

following:

Bob White conducted his first vocational assessment of Claimant on May 6, 2004.

He felt that Claimant would have trouble with persistence and pace in completing job tasks,

as well as being able to compete in the labor marketplace.  He wrote:  “Given the

combination of age, marginal education, with work history as a cook, in combination with

her shoulder, neck and back problems, it is highly unlikely Ms. Fitts is employable in any

capacity.”  White did a second assessment on January 9, 2007, and reached the same

conclusion.

Heather Taylor on August 6, 2008 conducted an evaluation of Claimant.  She told

Taylor that she plans to remain retired and did not think she would go back to work.
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Claimant also stated that she would not be interested in any job other than in the food

service sector, where she has worked all her life.  The summary reads:

Currently, I am unsure of Ms. Fitts’ physical capabilities as I have not yet
received any records from her physicians that have given her work
abilities/limitations.  I am not aware of her participating in any Functional
Capacity Evaluation that would clarify her abilities.  However, based on her
reports of her medical treatments and surgeries during our meeting, it would
appear to me that she would be capable of no more than sedentary or light
work - if she were to return to the workforce.  Since I have no medical
records as to her current physical capabilities, I would recommend that she
participate in a Functional Capacity Evaluation to obtain an objective
assessment of her physical abilities.

Based on her work history (basically singular in nature as a cook for about
26 plus years) she would not possess any significant skills that would
transfer into sedentary/light jobs.  She has no computer skills, stating she
does not even know how to turn on a computer.  Many sedentary/light jobs
require some basic knowledge of computers.

If she wanted to return to work in a sedentary or light job she would need to
acquire some skills.  Considering her age, I do not think training for
sedentary/light jobs would be realistic.  Before she could proceed with even
short term training, she would need to obtain her GED.  I doubt she could
obtain her GED considering her memory problems as indicated by Dr. Smith.
With the exception of a few industries, the trend in recent years has shifted
toward more employers requiring a high school diploma or GED, even for
some unskilled jobs.  Ms. Fitts will not be able to return to work as a cook,
due to the physical demands required.  Based on the issues noted in this
report, including Ms. Fitts’ lack of desire to return to any kind of job except
cooking and her present combined SSDI and retirement income, it is my
opinion that further efforts to assist her in return-to-work would not likely be
successful.

My only recommendation, at this time, would be to obtain an FCE to identify
her current physical capabilities.  Based on FCE results, various employment
options could then be considered.

Respondents introduced a DVD containing footage taken of Claimant on October

7, 9 and 10, 2008.  Therein, she is seen, inter alia, working with a bird feeder, pushing a

young child in a stroller, and using her left arm to carry the child on her left hip.
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ADJUDICATION

A. Whether the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act is constitutional.

As stated above, Claimant filed on January 14, 2009, a “Motion to Recuse and

Notice of Intent to Introduce Evidence at Hearing,” along with correspondence and

numerous attachments.  Therein, she argued, inter alia, that the provisions of the Arkansas

Workers’ Compensation Act that provide for the establishment of administrative law judges

are unconstitutional.

The points raised in Claimant’s motion are identical to those considered and

rejected by the Arkansas Court of Appeals in Long v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 98 Ark. App.

70, ___ S.W.3d ___ (Ark. Ct. App. 2007), pet. for rev. denied, No. O7-268 (Ark. May 3,

2007).  Claimant did not seek to distinguish Long or to argue that it should be modified or

overruled.  Hence, the Act is constitutional, and Claimant’s motion is denied.

B. Whether Claimant sustained a compensable injury to her neck.

Claimant has argued that she also sustained a compensable injury to her neck.  In

order to prove the occurrence of an injury caused by a specific incident or incidents

identifiable by time and place of occurrence, a claimant must show by a preponderance

of the evidence that:  (1) an injury occurred that arose out of and in the course of his or her

employment; (2) the injury caused internal or external harm to the body that required

medical services or resulted in disability or death; (3) the injury is established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings, which are those findings which cannot come

under the voluntary control of the patient; and (4) the injury was caused by a specific
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incident and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  Mikel v. Engineered Specialty

Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876 (1997).

If the claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the evidence any of the

requirements for establishing compensability, compensation must be denied.  Id.  This

standard means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Metropolitan Nat’l

Bank v. La Sher Oil Co., 81 Ark. App. 269, 101 S.W.3d 252 (2003)(citing Smith v. Magnet

Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark. 491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947)).

A causal relationship may be established between an employment-related incident

and a subsequent physical injury based on the evidence that the injury manifested itself

within a reasonable period of time following the incident, so that the injury is logically

attributable to the incident, where there is no other reasonable explanation for the injury.

Hall v. Pittman Construction Co., 234 Ark. 104, 357 S.W.2d 263 (1962).

The determination of a witness’ credibility and how much weight to accord to that

person’s testimony are solely up to the Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72

Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).  The Commission must sort through conflicting

evidence and  determine the true facts.  Id.  In so doing, the Commission is not required

to believe the testimony of the claimant or any other witness, but may accept and translate

into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

Claimant has not proven the existence of a compensable neck injury.  Her 2004

cervical MRI showed foraminal narrowing at C5-6 and C6-7, which Dr. Williams testified

would not be unusual for a 61-year-old person.  A myelogram and a post-myelogram CT

showed mild degenerative disk disease, but no foraminal stenosis.  Her only findings were
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degenerative in nature until April 12, 2006, when she was seen by Dr. Travis Richardson.

He wrote that a cervical MRI he reviewed showed some stenosis at C6-7 and “likely a

herniated nucleus pulposus.”  Regardless of whether this is definite enough to constitute

an objective finding, at the time the finding was made nearly five years had elapsed since

the fall.  Dr. Williams testified that he did not find an HNP when he treated Claimant in

2004.  He stated that degenerative disk disease would make a spinal level more

susceptible to this.  Consequently, I cannot relate this to Claimant’s work-related injury

without resorting to speculation and conjecture, which I cannot do.  Speculation and

conjecture cannot serve as a substitute for proof.  Dena Construction Co. v. Herndon, 264

Ark. 791, 796, 575 S.W.2d 155 (1979).

Furthermore, the first reference in Claimant’s medical records to her neck occurred

when she visited Dr. Safman on October 31, 2002 and complained of right lateral cervical

pain.  This was just shy of 17 months after her June 1, 2001 fall.  In that interim, her

records are devoid of neck complaints.  Claimant at the hearing attempted to explain this

by stating that she often uses the word “back” or “spine” when she means neck.  This,

however, does not adequately explain the gap in her records from visits with multiple

physicians who examined her in response to her complaints.  Somewhat in conflict with

this, in her deposition she attributed the gap to her believing her neck problems were

merely shoulder pain.  Again, for me to find that her neck condition arose out of and in the

course of her employment at Respondent Fulton would require that I engage in speculation

and conjecture.  Dr. Williams testified that if she did not present with neck problems prior

to the June 1, 2001 fall, he would conclude that the condition was due to the fall on that
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date.  However, in doing so, he made clear that he was relying on Claimant’s

representation concerning when the neck pain began.  As shown above, that is not

reliable.  The Commission is authorized to accept or reject a medical opinion and is

authorized to determine its medical soundness and probative value.  Poulan Weed Eater

v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84 S.W.3d 878 (2002); Green Bay Packing v. Bartlett, 67

Ark. App. 332, 999 S.W.2d 692 (1999).  Hence, Claimant has not proven by a

preponderance of the evidence that she sustained a compensable neck injury.

C. Whether Claimant is entitled to reasonable and necessary medical treatment

for her low back, to include surgery that was performed in 2007.

Claimant has argued that she is entitled to reasonably and necessary treatment for

her low back.  This includes surgery he underwent in 2007.

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) (Repl. 2002) states that an employer

shall provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be necessary in

connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Brown, 82

Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for such treatment

and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s injuries.

DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant must

prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.

v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  What constitutes reasonable and

necessary medical treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated

Indus. v. Galloway, 74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones,
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73 Ark. App. 158, 40 S.W.3d 333 (2001).  “Medical treatments which are required so as

to stabilize or maintain an injured worker are the responsibility of the employer.”  Artex

Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200, 649 S.W.2d 845 (1983).

The parties at the hearing stipulated that Claimant suffered a compensable injury

to her low back.  But what was the nature of that injury?  X-rays by Dr. McBride on June

20, 2001, less than three weeks after the fall, showed degenerative disk space narrowing

and osteophyte formation around L4-5 and L5-S1.  An MRI taken of the low back on March

21, 2002 reflected only early degenerative changes at L4-5 and L5-S1 with disk

dessication, but no other abnormalities.  Dr. Bruton on July 3, 2002 noted slight swelling

over the sacroiliac joint on the left.

However, Dr. Richardson on April 12, 2006 read a lumbar MRI of Claimant to show

L5-S1 degenerative joint disease, facet arthrosis and spondylolisthesis.  It is not clear

which MRI this was, but it is clear that (1) the MRI was not read this way previously; and

(2) her lumbar MRIs were all taken at a time quite remote from the time of the fall.

In addition, Dr. Green, who performed the decompression laminectomy, facetectomy

and arthrodesis, testified that he was not aware at the time he was treating Claimant that

she had suffered a work-related injury.  He opined that her spondylolisthesis was not

degenerative but developmental; it developed as she grew up.  Green stated that he did

not know when the condition developed.  Dr. Green stated within a reasonable degree of

medical certainty that the fall caused the need for his services, based upon Claimant’s

history of being pain-free before the June 1, 2001 fall.  While he stated that it is possible

that Claimant had spondylolisthesis for some time without knowing it, he was surprised to
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learn that her other physicians did not have similar findings after seeing her from 2001 to

2005.  Green did not see Claimant until many years after the fall.  Based upon my review

of the evidence, I am not inclined to credit Dr. Green’s opinion.  In fact, I do not find that

Claimant has proven that the surgery that Green performed was causally related to the fall.

However, I find based upon review of the evidence that the rest of her back treatment as

reflected in Joint Exhibit 5 was reasonable and necessary.
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D. Whether Claimant is entitled to the four percent (4%) impairment rating to

the body as a whole she was assigned for her alleged neck injury.

Claimant has argued that she is entitled to permanent partial disability benefits in

connection with her alleged neck injury.  In order to be entitled to such benefits, a claimant

must prove that the compensable injury, either alone or in combination with the preexisting

condition or the natural process of aging, is the major cause of the permanent impairment,

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(F)(ii)(a)-(b) & (14) (Repl. 2002); that the impairment rating

is established by objective and measurable physical or mental findings, Id. §

11-9-704(c)(1)(B); that any medical opinion is stated within a reasonable degree of

medical certainty, Id. § 11-9-102(16); and that the AMA Guides were used in determining

the rating,  Id. § 11-9-522(g);  AWCC R. 099.34.  See Le v. Simmons Foods, Inc., 2004

AWCC 127, Claim No. E815277 (Full Commission Opinion filed July 19, 2004).

However, as shown above, Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the

evidence that her alleged neck injury is compensable.  Hence, she is not entitled to a neck

rating.

E. Whether, and to what extent, is Claimant entitled to permanent partial

disability benefits in connection with the alleged low back injury?

Claimant has argued that she is entitled to permanent partial disability benefits in

connection with her low back injury.  As stated previously, the parties stipulated that she

suffered a compensable low back injury.  But as found above, neither the decompression

laminectomy, facetectomy and arthrodesis performed on October 23, 2007, nor the

spondylolisthesis and facet arthrosis they addressed, are causally related to the June 1,
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2001.  The findings Claimant had in the aftermath of the fall were degenerative disk space

narrowing and osteophyte formation around L4-5 and L5-S1.  Per the AMA Guides, this

does not merit any percentage of impairment.  Consequently, Claimant has not proven by

a preponderance of the evidence that she is entitled to permanent partial disability benefits

in connection with her back.

F. Whether Claimant is permanently and totally disabled.

Claimant has asserted that she is permanently and totally disabled, or in the

alternative that she is entitled to wage loss disability over and above her impairment rating.

Respondents No. 1 dispute that she is permanently and totally disabled or entitled to wage

loss disability.

To be entitled to any wage-loss disability in excess of an impairment rating, the

claimant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she sustained permanent

physical impairment as a result of a compensable injury.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Connell,

340 Ark. 475, 10 S.W.3d 727 (2000).  Claimant’s back and shoulder injuries (she has also

contended that her right thumb was injured and contributes to her disability, but because

her records reflect that she complained about her left thumb instead, and no injury was

diagnosed, it will not be considered) are unscheduled ones.  Cf. Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-

521 (Repl. 2002).  For that reason, her entitlement to permanent disability benefits is

controlled by § 11-9-522(b)(1), which states:

In considering claims for permanent partial disability benefits in excess of the
employee’s percentage of permanent physical impairment, the Workers’
Compensation Commission may take into account, in addition to the
percentage of permanent physical impairment, such factors as the
employee’s age, education, work experience, and other matters reasonably
expected to affect his or her future earning capacity.
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See Curry v. Franklin Elec., 32 Ark. App. 168, 798 S.W.2d 130 (1990).  Such “other

matters” include motivation, post-injury income, credibility, demeanor, and a multitude of

other factors.  Id.; Glass v. Edens, 233 Ark. 786, 346 S.W.2d 685 (1961).  Pursuant to §

11-9-522(b)(1), when a claimant has been assigned an impairment rating to the body as

a whole, the Commission possesses the authority to increase the rating, and it can find a

claimant totally and permanently disabled based upon wage-loss factors.  Cross v.

Crawford County Memorial Hosp., 54 Ark. App. 130, 923 S.W.2d 886 (1996).  The term

“permanent total disability” is defined in the statute as “inability, because of compensable

injury or occupational disease, to earn any meaningful wages in the same or other

employment.”  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-519(e)(1).  The wage loss factor is the extent to

which a compensable injury has affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.

Emerson Elec. v. Gaston, 75 Ark. App. 232, 58 S.W.3d 848 (2001).  In considering factors

that may impact a claimant’s future earning capacity, the Commission considers her

motivation to return to work, because a lack of interest or a negative attitude impedes the

assessment of his loss of earning capacity.  Id.  The Commission may use its own superior

knowledge of industrial demands, limitations, and requirements in conjunction with the

evidence to determine wage-loss disability.  Oller v. Champion Parts Rebuilders, 5 Ark.

App. 307, 635 S.W.2d 276 (1982).  Finally, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(4)(F)(ii) provides:

(a) Permanent benefits shall be awarded only upon a determination that the
compensable injury was the major cause of the disability or impairment.

(b) If any compensable injury combines with a preexisting disease or
condition or the natural process of aging to cause or prolong disability or a
need for treatment, permanent benefits shall be payable for the resultant
condition only if the compensable injury is the major cause of the permanent
disability or need for treatment.
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“Major cause” is more than fifty percent (50%) of the cause, and has to be established by

a preponderance fo the evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(14).  “Disability” is the

“incapacity because of compensable injury to earn, in the same or any other employment,

the wages which the employee was receiving at the time of the compensable injury.”  Id.

§ 11-9-102(8).

The evidence before me shows that Claimant is 66 years old, four feet eleven

inches in height, and weighs 168 pounds.  She dropped out in the tenth grade, and she

has never obtained a GED.  She attended food service school.  While she has had

experience with taking care of children and the elderly–with stints doing each after she left

Respondent Fulton–her overarching experience has been in cooking and supervising

kitchen help.  She retired after 27 years of working in the Viola School District cafeteria,

with 25 of that as the supervisor.  She went to work for Respondent Fulton in 2000,

approximately a year before her fall, as the kitchen supervisor.  While the number of meals

prepared in the latter job were less than in the former, making the lifting requirements

easier, lifting was required nonetheless.  Welch testified that pans there weighed more

than 25 pounds.  Goodwin testified that someone with a 20-pound lifting restriction could

do Claimant’s job at Fulton; similarly, Taylor testified that the supervisor position would be

in the Sedentary to Light category of work.  White, on the other hand, estimated it would

be Light to Medium.  Claimant’s job, in addition to helping with cooking (per Goodwin’s

testimony), was to supervise the kitchen workers and to ensure that the food was the

proper temperature and quality.
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My review of the evidence reflects that Claimant was performing her job at

Respondent Fulton without undue difficulty until June 1, 2001, when she slipped in grease

and fell.  After six months of conservative treatment, during which time her shoulder did

not improve, but in fact worsened when she sustained a biceps tendon rupture while

picking up a can of soda, Claimant on December 27, 2001 underwent an arthroscopy of

the right shoulder, plus an open acromioplasty and open rotator cuff report.  After initially

experiencing improvement, Claimant continued to experience shoulder pain, to the extent

that Dr. McBride, who performed the surgery, wrote in April 2002 that it was “obvious” that

she could not tolerate her job in her condition and that she would have to find a new job

or retire.  She resigned in the spring of 2002 because, according to her, she could no

longer do the job and could not obtain help from Goodwin.  This is juxtaposed against

Goodwin’s testimony that Claimant had already informed her staff that they would have to

do the cooking and that a 20-pound lifting restriction (given by Dr. Green for her back)

could be accommodated, freeing Claimant to return to Fulton if funding were available.

On October 31, 2002, McBride assigned her a one percent (1%) impairment to the body

as a whole due to this injury.  However, he gave her no permanent restriction.  Dr. Safman,

on the other hand, gave restrictions of no more than four pounds with the right upper

extremity and no repetitive forceful use of the right shoulder.  Claimant testified that her

limitations included inability to raise her right arm over her shoulder or climb stairs without

pain, inability to vacuum, lift heavy objects or walk any significant distance.  She stated

that she cannot lift anything heavier than a gallon of milk, and even then only with the left

hand.  Claimant stated that she no longer swims or rides four-wheelers.  Her shopping and
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dancing have been curtailed as well.  Surveillance footage of Claimant taken October 7,

9 and 10, 2008 show her working with a bird feeder, pushing a young child in a stroller,

and using her left arm to carry the child on her left hip–all without any apparent difficulty.

Claimant has gone on cruises and taken trips out of the country since her fall.  The

babysitting job referenced above involved the care of a child two days a week.

While her alleged neck injury has not been found to be compensable, the parties

stipulated that Claimant sustained a compensable injury to her low back.  As shown above,

however, she did not prove that her surgery in 2007 was reasonable and necessary, and

she has not proven entitlement to an impairment rating for her back.  Safman stated that

her restrictions would include standing or sitting as needed.  Regardless, Claimant did not

feel that she could do this for more than three hours, and could not sit for more than 30

minutes or stand for 45 at a time.  While the evidence shows that alternative sitting and

lifting could be accommodated by Fulton were she to return, the job is clearly in excess of

three hours per day.  She takes, inter alia, Oxycodone for pain.  I also note that

notwithstanding the acceptance of the low back injury, Claimant has a history of low back

pain prior to the fall, and I note that her findings were mostly degenerative.

With respect to Claimant’s heart, she has been diagnosed as having hypertension,

elevated cholesterol, and atrial fibrillation.  She stated that due to her heart and fatigue,

she could not work.  But I note that prior to the June 1, 2001 fall, she had the hypertension

and cholesterol issues, was taking medication for them, and was performing her job at

Fulton–to the extent that her own daughter did not know that she was having heart

problems.  On June 4, 2003 following a particularly severe episode of shortness of breath,
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Claimant underwent heart catheterization that was normal except for slight valvular heart

disease.  She also takes medication for the atrial fibrillation, to slow her heartbeat and thin

her blood.

Evidence was presented concerning Claimant’s alleged mental problems, including

lack of recall.  Her husband disputed this, however.  Notes show that she presented with

a “small hematoma” on her right forehead following the fall, without loss of consciousness.

Smith testified that she had a Grade II concussion because of the fall.  While he attributed

the problem in part to an organic condition due to traumatic injury, I note that Claimant has

not contended that this alleged injury is compensable, nor has she sought to have this

considered in determining whether she is permanently and totally disabled.  Smith

admitted that scans did not reveal any brain damage.

To the extent that the above would constitute a mental injury subject to strictures

of Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-113 (Repl. 2002), I recognize that it cannot be considered in

determining wage loss.  See Branscum v. RNR Const. Co., Claim No. E406698 (Full

Commission Opinion filed November 18, 1996), aff’d, 60 Ark. App. 116, 959 S.W.2d 429

(1998).  Taylor felt that the mental problems would equal the physical ones in being a

barrier to Claimant re-entering the workforce.

In evaluating this issue, I have also considered the testimony and assessments

undertaken by White and Taylor.  In so doing, I note that Claimant never underwent an

FCE to assess her capabilities.  White felt that Claimant could not go back to work, and

did not develop a rehabilitation plan for that reason.  However, he recognized that certain

large employers actively recruit older workers due to, among other things, their
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reliability–which Claimant’s long tenure and Viola helps demonstrate.  However, he viewed

this as a negative as well due to potential problems with “vocational adjustment.”

Claimant presented to Taylor as decidedly lacking in motivation to return to the

workforce, based on her physical condition and her retirement status.  Her hearing

testimony was that based on Goodwin’s testimony that a 20-pound lifting restriction–which

would encompass the supervisor job–could be accommodated at Fulton, she

recommended that Claimant look first to returning there.  However, she did not hold out

much hope that Claimant would be successful in re-entering the workforce if that option

did not prove fruitful.  This coincides with her August 6, 2008 evaluation, where she frankly

stated that Claimant could not return to work as a cook because of the physical demands

of the job.  However, I note that not only was there an offer to accommodate Claimant’s

restrictions, but she demonstrated after suffering her compensable injuries the ability to

care for children as well as the elderly.  She has cleaned as well, which can be in the Light

range.

Based upon my review of all the evidence, including extensive documentation and

testimony from the witnesses, and having had the opportunity to assess their credibility,

I find that Claimant has not proven by a preponderance of the evidence that she is

permanently and totally disabled.  However, I do find that after considering Claimant’s age,

education, work experience, the nature and extent of her injuries, her permanent

restrictions, and all other relevant factors, she has sustained a ten percent (10%)

impairment to her wage earning capacity in excess of her anatomical impairment.  In so
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doing, I find that Claimant’s compensable June 1, 2001 shoulder and back injuries are the

major cause of her wage-loss disability.

G. When did Claimant reach the end of her healing period for her alleged neck

injury?

The healing period ends when the underlying condition causing the disability has

become stable and nothing further in the way of treatment will improve that condition.  Mad

Butcher, Inc. v. Parker, 4 Ark. App. 124, 628 S.W.2d 582 (1982).  However, because

Claimant did not prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she suffered a

compensable neck injury, this issue is moot and will not be addressed.

H. Whether Second Injury Fund liability exists under this claim.

The Second Injury Trust Fund is a special fund designed to ensure that an employer

employing a handicapped worker will not, in the event that the worker suffers an injury on

the job, be held liable for a greater disability or impairment than actually occurred while the

worker was in his employment.  Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-525(a)(1).  However, the Fund is

only liable if three elements are present.  First, the claimant must have suffered a

compensable injury at her present place of employment.  Second, prior to that injury the

claimant must have had a permanent partial disability or impairment.  Third, the disability

or impairment must have combined with the recent compensable injury to produce the

current disability status.  See id. § 11-9-525(b); Mid-State Const. Co. v. Second Injury

Fund, 295 Ark. 1, 746 S.W.2d 539 (1988).

Respondents No. 1 have contended that in the event permanent and total disability

is found (or, by implication, wage loss disability is found in the alternative), it would be
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because of the combination of Claimant’s longstanding cardiac problems and her shoulder

injury–resulting in Second Injury Fund liability.  This argument is without merit.  First, while

Claimant’s testimony and medical records do show that she had pre-existing conditions

of hypertension and elevated cholesterol, her atrial fibrillation was apparently not

diagnosed until December 2002.  Moreover, both the hypertension and

hypercholesterolemia were being treated with medication prior to June 2001.  Welch

stated that Claimant quit walking with her prior to the fall due to shortness of breath, but

Claimant stated that she suffered from this because she was overweight.  Also, Mid-State

makes clear that the alleged cardiac condition must have combined with the compensable

injury to produce the disability status.  But the evidence before me shows that before the

work-related fall, Claimant had no problems performing her job.  Respondents No. 1 have

failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the Second Injury Fund has any

liability under this claim.

I. Whether Claimant is entitled to a controverted attorney’s fee.

Because Claimant’s injuries occurred before July 1, 2001, her attorney is entitled

to the maximum statutory attorney’s fee on all benefits awarded herein, one-half of which

is to be paid by Claimant and one-half to be paid by the Respondents No. 1 in accordance

with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-715 (Repl. 1996); and Death & Permanent Total Disability Trust

Fund v. Brewer, 76 Ark. App. 348, 65 S.W.3d 463 (2002).

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents No. 1 are directed to pay benefits in accordance with the findings of

fact and conclusions of law set forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum
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without discount, and this award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to

Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809.  See Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49 Ark. App. 102,

898 S.W.2d 57 (1995).

IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


